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were easily broken off with a common wrench, indicatin£, mountain air, and consequently more intense light. On tbis 
it.!; brittle character. accoupt, and because of the spring bdng a month later than 

The pieces shown full size, Fig. 9, and also on a smaller at lower elevations, the alpine flowers are more brightly col· 
Bcale in Fig. 7, were obtained by cutting off the rivet heads ored. This exphtllation is confirmed by Siemens' recent 
that held them to the flange of the stand pipe, as shown. experiments with the electric light. 

They are pieces of the patch, and have, at c, a sample of W hite-fruited Blackberries.-Mr. G. M. Wilber, III a note 
the old cracks that existed before the explosion. These in tbe Torrey Botanical Bulletin, reports that in two locali
cracks were filled in places with lime scale deposited from ties in Dutchess County, in this State, he has detected plants 
thc water. of the common blackberry (Rubus villosus) bearing berries 

The concl'l'lslon is almost inevitable, after careful study- that were perfectly wl..lite when ripe, and that were as sweet 
That these two boilers exploded in succession so rapid as and pleasant to the taste as the usual black fruit of the same 

to be practically simultaneolls, beginning at the weak line species. Some of the bushes having been transplanted were 
A B of No.6 boiler. found to produce the albine berries in succeeding years. 

That they contained the usual supply of water. Superabundance of Pollen in Indian Oorn.-Prof. C. E. 
That the pressure was too great for boilers of their size Bessey says, in the .ilme1'icanNaturalist: "N atureevidently 

and thickuess of iron. I intends to secure the fertilization of the young ovules in the 
That the use of cold feed water has hastened the dete1'10-

I 
Indian corn (zea mais) beyond all chance of failure. In the 

ration of the poor iron, causing cracks and leaks, from' autumn of 1875 I made a large number of careful counts 
which external corrosion aro se, and that the force stored in and estimates, which resulted in fixing upon twenty-five 
the water of these t wo boilers by its sudden liberatioll hundred as the average number of pollen grains in each 
through :;ufficient openings caused the destruction observed. anther. Each panicle of male flowers (the "tassel "J was 

It is, therefore. strongly recommended that heavier and found by careful estimates to contain about 7,200 stamens, 
stronger material be used for boilers of this size and press- so that the number of pollen grains produced by each plant 
ure: that regular and continuous feeding of hot water be is about eighteen millions .. Allowing two ears, of one 
p racticed; and that more care be exercised by inspectors and thousand kernels each, to each plant (a very high estimate), 
those in charge of steam boilers in searching for and immedi- there are still nine thousand pollen grains for every ovule to 
ately repairing dangerous defects. be fertilized! 

The fact that the proprietors of the Keystone Rolling Mills What is an Apple?-Is an apple a fruit? It is generally 
have ordered first-class steel boilers to fill the places of the regarded so; but, botanically speaking, afrait is that part of 
exploded ones indicates that they appreciated the recom i a plant which contains the seeds. and it is nothing else. The 
mendations of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN representative, who core of an apple, then, according to this, is the true fruit, 
explained to their superintendent the causes of the failure of for that is the part that contains the pips, and the pips are 
these old boilers. the seeds It is a cartilaginous five-lobed capsule splitting 

-------- .. '.,.. along the edges. "What oddities," says Dr. M. T. Masters, 
Chinese Method 01' llIanu1'acturing Verndlion. "these botanists are; t.hey leave on their plates the fruit, 

EY HUGH MACCALLUM. and they eat something which they say is not the fruit! 
There are three vermilion works in Hong Kong, the ''''hat is that something which is not the fruit? To answer 

method of manufacture being exactly the same in each. The: this question to his own personal satisfaction . 1,he 
largest works consume about six thousand bottles of mer- reader should see before him a flower of an apple or pear in 
cury annually, and it was in this one that the following the earliest stage of its  growth, and he should trace in other 
operations were witnessed: stages, from this earliest condition to the ripe state, the 

Firlft Step.-A large, very thin iron pan, containing a growth of the apple or the pear." A careful examination of 
weighed quantity, about fourteen pounds, of sulphur, is I this kind, says our author, will "enable him to discover t.hat 
placed over a slow fire, and two-thirds of a bottle of mercury' the flesh of the apple or pear is nothing whatever but the end 
added; as soon as the sulphur begins to melt the mixture is I of the flower stalk, which gradually swells out into a succu
vigorously stirred with an iron stirrer until it assumes a lent mass, and which holds embedded within it the true fruit 
black pulverulent appearance with some melted sulphur -the core. What'in onlin:uy language is called the fruit 
floating on the surface; it is then removed from the fire and is, then, only the swollen flower stalk. Alechemillas and 
the remainder of the bottle of mercury added, the whole spirreas, peaches and cherries, are not to be h d in flower 
well stirred. A little water is now poured over the mass, just now, else a cut down through the ceuter of the flower 
which rapidly cools it; the pan is immediately emptied, I of either of these would reveal the cup-like stalk encircling 
when it is again ready for the next batch. The whole opera· : the young fruit in the center, just as a pill is i nclo.,ed within 
tion does not last more than ten minutes. The resulting I a pill box:. Now, suppose the cup to be fleshy, and so thick 
black powder is not a definite sulphide, as uncombined mer- as to come in contact with the fruit, ami we have exactly 
cury can be seen throughout the whole mass; besides, the the condition of an apple. So, then, to say that the core of 
quantity of sulphur used is much in excess of the amount re- an apple is .the true fruit, and the fle�h thereof the dilated 
quired to form mercuric sulphide. flower stalk, is no dogma to be accepted as an article of 

Seafrut Step.-The black powder obtained in the tirst step faith, but it is a statement which any one with a pair of 
is placed in a semi-hemispherical iron pan, built in with eyes, ordinarily nimble fingers, and a little patience, can, at 
brick, and baving a fireplace beneath, covered over with the proper season verify for himself. To be able to 
broken pieces of porcelain. These are built up in a loose recognize the core of an apple as tbe fruit proper, and to see 
porous manner, so as to fill another semi-hemispherical iron in the flesh of the apple a swollen flower stalk, is not to in
pan, which is then placed over the fixed one and securely dulge in a mere botanical technicality, as some might at first 
luted with clay, a large stone being placed on the top of it be inclined to suppose; but it affords a means of ascertaining 
to assist in keeping it in its place. The fire is then lighted a truth, and, as such, of opening up possibilities of future 
and kept up for sixteen hours. The whole is then allowed to utility and development; for truth is never barren of result 
cool. When the top pan is removed the vermilion, together -the sterility lies with the man who does not avail himself 
with the greater part of the broken porcelain, is attached of the truth so far as he can. Deep thoughts to be evolved 
to it in a coherent mass, which is easily separated into its from the castaway core of an apFlle I " 
component parts. The surfaces of the vermilion which ----- .. , . , .. 
were attached to the porcelain have a brownish red and Dried Foods. 

polished appearance, the broken surfaces being somewhat At present we export to Europe about 6,000,000 pounds of 
brighter and crystalline. evaporated apples. The process is extremely ,imple. The 

Third Step.-The sublimed mass obtained in the second fruit is "cored" and sliced into pieces one-sixteenth of an 
step is pounded in a mortar to a coarse powder, and then inch in thickness; it is then exposed to sulphur fumes, which 
ground with water between two �tones, somewhat after the arrest all fermentation. and then to a dry and hot blast of 
manner of grinding corn. The resulting semi-fluid mass is air, which reduces it to about half its original weight. The 
tr3nsferred to large vat� of water, and allowed to settle, the sulphur fumigation prevents the fruit from becoming dark, 
supernatant water removed, and the sediment dried at a gen- and after drying it is almost as white as when first cut. Sim
tle beat; when dry it is again pow dered, passed through a pIe as is this process, it costs about twice as much as drying 
sieve, and is then fit for the market.-Pro. Pliarm. Soc. the fruit in the sun, but such is the saving in weight and 

.. , • , .. flavor that it is preferred, and evaporated apples sell tn· day 
BOTANICAL NOTES. in the European 'markets for fifteen cents a pound 

The Oolor .of Spring Flowers.-In a contribution to the An old produce dealer interested in the European export 
Science Review, on the color of spring flowers, Mr. A. W. trade told an Evening Post reporter that, in view of the 
Bennett states that out of a list of sixty-four species, 40'5per astounding magnitude of the export· trade in food products, 
cent are white, 20'3 per cent yellow, 17'4 per cent blue or it would not be surprising to hear of attempts at compressing 
violet, and 7'8 per cent pink. Thus the white and yellow or drying- every product of the country. The same process 
flowers would appear to preponderate. He accounts for this as that applied to apples has been used with some success 
by the fact that white flowers owe their color to the presence with peaches, and SOlIle berries that can be grown cheaply, 
of air in the cells of the petals, and that the yellow flowers and as the export of dried food products increases the import 
of spring, SilCh as l'ussila,go farfam, Eranthis hyernalis, is constantly d�creasing. The raisins from California promise 
Primulu8, Cheiranthu8, etc., owe their color to xanthine, a to drive all foreign raisins out of our markets. There are 
solid pigment, probably a modification of chlorophyl, only v ineyards of hundreds of acres in Placer, El Dorado, Los 
slowly soluble in alCOHol and potash. The predomi- Angeles, San Diego, and other counties, given up to growing 
nance of flowers of brighter hues during summer and and drying grapes, partly by evaporation and partly by sun 
autumn he considers to be due to the presence of coloring heat. 
matters which require a strong light and a high temperature Another recent use of the evaporation process applied to 
for their production, particularly the red coloring matter, as food produc�s concerns the preparation of codfish for Europe, 
shown by Batalin. The effect of light is shown by a refer- and especially for tropical Climates. The business has been 
ence to the flora of Switzerland, in which the larger portion established in this city about six months. The perso'ns 
of red, pink, and blue flowers in spring is remarkable. H. use the process assert that ninety per cent of the weight of a 
MiUler attributes this to the greater transparency of the fresh codtish consists of water. By evaporating the matter 
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until the fish product becomes a sort of fine dry meal, a sub
stance is obtained which can be packed in boxes and ex 
ported, one pound of the evaporated cod lJcing equai to ten 
pounds of fresh cod, so far as nutritive properties go. The 
company which is engaged in the business has factories on 
the coast of Maine and at Gloucester, Mass. 

........ 
Wet and Dry Thunderstorllls. 

A correspondent of the London Times, w riting from the 
Transvaal, South Africa, say s: "Every afternoon tremendous 
storms of thunder and lightning burst upon us. These were 
of two kinds, the wet and the dry. The first is harmless, 
though noiRY; the second exceedingly dangerous. During 
the dry thunderstorms, which were prevalent toward tbe 
end of October, the lightning seemed quite stupefying. It 
was unaccompanied by either wind OJ' rain. The angry 
flashes were followed almost simultaneously by awful crashes 
of thunder, which seemed to shake the earth. One or two 
tents were struck , and the grass was set fire to in several 
places within sight of our camps, but no life was lost, only 
some arms damaged. The dry thunderstorms were soon fol
lowed by wet onf's. The rain, mixed up with enormous hail
stones, soused the thirsty earth, and every little crack on 
the veldt bore its burdeu of water to the Vaal, which rose 
and became impassable." 

-----.. ��- - -�......-.-- -.-�-.---�.--- -

Oxygen as a Source 01' Energy. 

As is well known, however, the highest temperatures are 
obtained by combustion-that is, by the combination of 
other bodies with oxygen. Since oxygen is continually in
haled and consumed by animals during life, we are obliged 
to consider this as the source of heat and force. "We have 
here a problem which is open to discussion, namely, whether 
the energy liberated by the comr)llstioll was originally con
tained in the oxygen or in the other substances. It appears 
as if the latter assumption was generally accepted; at least, 
statements are often met with, such as, for instance, that 
coal contains the heat of the sun whicb has been stor('d up 
during thousands of years. Although we cannot at present, 
with the means at our disposal, definitely solve this prolJlem, 
it can at least be shown that the statement has little in Its 
favor. The decomposition of carbonic acid by the influence 
of the light and heat of the sun is effected in such a manner 
that the carbon is employed in the formation of the com
pounds of which the plant is built up, while the oxygen 
escapes into the atmosphere. N (lW, we know that solids 
contain the least energy, because it mnst be supplied to them 
in the form of heat in order to convert them into the liquid 
or gaseous state, while, on the contrary, heat must be with
drawn from gases to condense them to liquids or solids. 
Oxygen is one of the most permanent gases, and must there
fore possess an enormous amount of energy, while carbon, 
on the other hand, being one of the most difficultly diffusi
ble and volatile bodies, can only contain a little energy. 
This makes it extremely probable that the force of the sun, 
taken up by the plants, is not stored in their bodies, but in 
the free oxygen of the atmosphere. Hence the latter is to 
be considered as the inexhaustible source of power on which 
man and animals draw, and in the carbon we possess a valu
able aid for making this energy, contained in the oxygen, 
available.-EdmundD1'echsel, in Popular &ience Monthly. 
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RECENT INVENTIONS. 
An improved whip has been patented by Messrs. Henry 

Mullen and James Noble, Jr., of Westfield, Mass. The core 
of this whip is formed of a leather or rawhide piece at the 
butt and a whalebone piece at the lash end, so that the 
advantage of a whalebone whip is retained, while the cost is 
greatly reduced. 

. 

An improvement in fishing reels has been patented by Mr. 
John Palmer, of New York city. The invention consists of 
a fishing reel provided w ith an extensible crank for increas
ing the length of leverage when necessary when reeling in 
the line, the extension arm being adapted to be withdrawn 
to shorten the lever to ordinary length while casting out 
the line. 

Mr. John Owen Smith, of Savannah, Ga., has patented a 
means for protecting windows or doors against burglar!'. It. 
consist� in a strong protective frame of metal or wood, pro
vided with lugs at the top, adapted to enter seats formed in 
plates in the sides of the window frame, and provided wilh 
tongues of metal at the bottom, projecting at right angles to 
the frame inwardly, and adapted to enter horizontal holes 
in the window sill and be locked by set screws or pins 
inside. 

An improved combined button lap and stay for garments 
has been patented by Mr. David W.Thompson, of Englewood, 
Ill. The invention consists in the combination, with the 
garment or body piece baving simply a straight s lit cut in 
it where the opening is to be, of a single piece of material, 
which, when folded and stitched to the sides of said slit, 
constitutes both an u pper and under button lap or fly, a 
facing, and a stay for re-enforcing the bottom of the open
ing, making a finished piece of work without raw edges. 

An improved procee8 of making skinless furs and Hrtic1es 
thereof has been patentell by Messrs. Charles Koch, Jr., Hnd 
Charles E. Rurgmiiller, of Newark, N. J. By this process 
the inventors are enabled to produce real fur without tile 
pelt or skin of the animal. The process is such that articles 
of apparel, !!ucb as caps, collars, muffs, and the like, of any 
shape or style, may be made in the manufacture of the ful', 
and the article,; may be made seamleRs, and fur may be left 
upon both the inside l\nd outf'iae of the articles, if desireu, 
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